Abstract

Hundred years ago Gustav Mie published his famous paper on the theory of light scattering by spherical particles. It has been programmed in many programming languages since invention of the computer. Nowadays with the mobile phone becoming an educational tool it would be of interest to port a Mie scattering application to a Java enabled hand set. The objective of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of porting existing Mie software to a hand held device. We will show that the mobile phone can be an advanced programming environment for the Mie theory and we will present some exemplary computational results.
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1. Introduction

In 1908 Gustav Mie published his famous paper on simulation of the colour effects connected with colloidal Gold particles [1], which has been translated in 1976 [2]. In this paper he gave a first outline of how to compute light scattering by small spherical particles. Hundred years after publication his paper is still much cited [3]. The citations show that the applications of Mie theory cover a wide range of subjects from climate research, optical particle characterization to interstellar dust in astrophysics. Mie theory has been implemented in various traditional programming languages starting of cause from FORTRAN. But Mie programmes are also available in Pascal, C++ and Java. It has also been programmed in computer algebra systems such as Maple and Mathematica. Additionally it is available in numerical mathematics systems such as IDL and Matlab [4]. In recent times, the mobile phone or smart phone has gained popularity as an active educational tool for various purposes [5]. So for students to quickly obtain a good intuition and a good working knowledge of Mie's theory a port to the mobile phone might be useful. For the purpose of teaching students in the application of Mie theory a small Mie scattering program was ported to the mobile phone. This article discusses the different way to port Mie theory onto a Java enabled mobile phone. We will present some computational results to check the application and to demonstrate its capability using an emulator and a real phone.
2. Mobile phone programming

For programming of the mobile phone there are various systems available. Java is the most popular choice for development. Almost all manufacturers of mobile phones provide some Java Micro Edition (Java ME) platform for program development. Java ME (also called J2ME) enables writing Java applications (Java Midlets) for cellular phones.

The Java runtime environment is especially adapted to mobile devices that have some limitations compared to standard desktop computers. These include limited memory, small screen sizes, reduced input methods, and slow processors. There are a number of advantages with Java ME. Java ME is an industry standard for Java enabled mobile phones. It is a free and open platform. Java applications are of portable nature which ensures that an application written for one brand of mobile phone should work with all other brands.

Based on Java ME there are also other integrated development environments such as the Mobile BASIC [6] or the MIDLetPascal [7] compiler and development environment. Both generate Java bytecode that runs on any J2ME device. Additionally both feature float variables which will be needed for programming of Mie theory. There is also a C programming environment call Cibyl [8] based on GNU compiler tools and also including floating point support. Cibyl allows to compile C programs and other languages supported by GCC to be executed on Java ME capable phones [9]. All these three environments as Java still miss complex arithmetics such that a Mie program would have to be converted to real arithmetics.

But there are other mathematics programs which have been ported to mobile phones using Java ME that include complex arithmetics. The first one is the symbolic algebra software Jasymca [10] which ports Maxima to Jave ME. Maxima is based on the computer algebra system Macsyma. There is also a Matlab clone called FnattLabME [11], a numerical mathematics software. This ports FnattLab, a Java-based Matlab clone, to Java ME. The original FnattLab [12] runs on standard Java. The parser of FnattLab follows the original Matlab grammar as closely as possible. For the subset of Matlab commands and operators that are implemented in FnattLabME we refer the interested reader to an electronic paper by Dersch [13]. As there are a number of Matlab Mie scattering applications, FnattLabME has been chosen as numerical mathematics systems for the port. FnattLabME also includes a basic PLOT command which helps to visualize computational results in a diagram. A further advantage is that no Java programming is needed to port the application.

3. Porting of Mie program

There are various Matlab programs implementing Mie’s theory. For porting to FnattLabME the program published by Barnett in September 1997 [14] has been chosen as it is a straightforward version of the FORTRAN program published in the book by Bohren and Huffman [15]. For a profound explanation of Mie’s theory the interested reader is referred to this book.

This program immediately ran on FreeMat (a Matlab clone) [16]. But some modifications had to be made to the original application to obtain correct computational results within FnattLabME on the phone concept emulator included with the SUN J2ME Wireless Toolkit [17]. The J2ME emulator is used to test the application on a desktop computer without the inconvenience of downloading and running it on a real mobile phone [18]. Debugging an application with the emulator will help to develop it such that it will run correctly on a variety of mobile devices. One can also run an application using different devices in the emulator to identify and understand portability issues to other devices.

A simple way to include the scattering application in FnattLabME is to integrate the new m-files to FnattLabME directly by adding the files to the m-file directory of the FnattLabME.jar archive. Of cause in the FnattLabME.jad file the size of the new FnattLabME.jar has to be adapted accordingly. With FnattLabME you can also read and edit m-files from a memory cards using FnattLabME’s file browser and editor.

The adaptations needed to run the application include conversion of two lines of complex arithmetics to real arithmetics because FnattLabME does not support complex array–array multiplication. This problem originates from the Jama [19] numerical library, which is a basic linear algebra package for Java, used in the second edition of FnattLabME [13].
The FnattLabME wrongly interpreted a vector for an array in one instance. So some adaptation of the original program was needed. Some multiple calls of the spherical Bessel function routine were needed because the array including the results was somehow overwritten by some following instruction such that the array including the spherical Bessel function values was no longer available. This problem was solved by an additional call of the spherical Bessel function. Actually our port of the Mie scattering application is only a basic port of the original Matlab Mie program. Only minor modifications were made to the original Matlab application to retain core functionality. No efforts were made to optimize the program with respect to computational time or use of computational resources. Neither did we recompile the original FnattLabME Java program. We only added the new m-files.

There are many ways for optimization to reduce the size of the code. The original FnattLabME Java code could be adapted by deleting included m-files that are not needed. Additionally FnattLabME could be recompiled with only those Matlab commands needed for the Mie scattering application.

4. Computational results

In this section we would like to present some exemplary computational results using the Mie scattering application. This has been tested on the phone emulator of the SUN J2ME Wireless Toolkit and additionally on a real phone, the Nokia 6680. The computational results were checked by comparing to results obtained using FreeMat.

FnattLabME including the Mie scattering application can be installed on a mobile phone or the phone emulator from a web page [20]. FnattLabME is distributed under GNU-license. Following installation you can call FnattLab and test the application using some basic Matlab commands. The Mie scattering application to plot a scattering diagram is started using the following command `mieplot(m,k,pol)` with `m` the refractive index, `k` the size parameter and `pol` the incident polarization 0 meaning s (orthogonal) polarization and 1 standing for p (parallel) polarization. The size parameter is defined by \( k = \frac{\pi d}{\lambda} \) with \( d \) the diameter of the sphere and \( \lambda \) the incident wavelength. The scattering diagram is computed from 0° to 180° with 181 plot points.

In the SUN phone emulator the input window looks like shown in Fig. 1. In Figs. 2 and 3 the computed scattering diagrams are plotted for p (parallel) and s (orthogonal) polarization. The scattering patterns obtained using the Nokia 6680 mobile phone are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. With this mobile phone the
computational time was about 10 min for one diagram. In Fig. 6 the duration of a simulation run on the Nokia 6680 mobile phone is plotted versus the size parameter.

With the phone emulator the largest size parameter we got correct results was 10. On the Nokia 6680 there was no problem with a size parameter as large as 20. From the diagrams you see that the graphical resolution of the mobile phone is quite low whereas the diagrams displayed on the emulator are almost perfect. Nevertheless there is still an error in the plotting routine of FnattLabME as seen in the numerical labelling of the $x$-axis. Numbers higher than 100 are not displayed correctly on the $x$-axis of all Figs. 2–5.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a port of a Matlab Mie scattering application on a Matlab clone of a mobile phone. On a real phone we obtained correct scattering diagrams for size parameters as large as 20. We hope that this application will be of interest in teaching students.
Fig. 4. Scattering diagram on Nokia 6680 phone for $m = 1.5$, $k = 10$ and s polarization.

Fig. 5. Scattering diagram on Nokia 6680 phone for $m = 1.5$, $k = 10$ and p polarization.

Fig. 6. Duration of simulation on Nokia 6680 mobile phone versus size parameter $k$. 
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